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E
arly detection is one of the most im-
portant aspects of cancer manage-
ment as a proven means to decrease

mortality.1 Primary tumors must be de-
tected in the earliest stages before spread-
ing to metastatic disease in order for treat-
ments to be effective.1 The five-year survival
rate of patients with a tumor confined to the
breast tissue is 98.6%, but only 23.3% when
the cancer has metastasized to distant
sites.2 Biomedical imaging has proven to
be beneficial in the management of many
different cancers, particularly in early detec-
tion and diagnosis.3

Mammography is highly effective in screen-
ing for early detection of breast cancer4with
a demonstrated reduction inmortality up to

30%.5,6 Mammography utilizes a low-dose
of X-rays to visualize the breast tissue and
screen for abnormalities in vivo. Microcalci-
fications are themost common abnormality
detected bymammography;7 30�50%of all
nonpalpable breast cancers are detected on
the basis of the finding of a microcalcifica-
tion on a mammogram.7�9 Thus, breast
microcalcifications are an important early
marker for breast cancer. Microcalcifications
are deposits of hydroxyapatite (HA) and
calcium oxalate mineral within the breast
tissue,10�12 which exhibit high X-ray atten-
uation compared to the surrounding soft
tissue. However, the detection of microcal-
cifications and other breast lesions is cur-
rently limited by the sensitivity and specificity
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ABSTRACT Microcalcifications are deposits of hydroxyapatite (HA) miner-

al within breast tissue and the most common abnormality detected by

mammography when screening for breast cancer due to exhibiting greater

X-ray attenuation than the surrounding tissue. However, the detection of

microcalcifications is limited by the sensitivity and specificity of mammo-

graphy. Therefore, the objective of this study was to investigate in vivo

targeted delivery of bisphosphonate-functionalized gold nanoparticles (BP-Au

NPs) for contrast-enhanced detection of microcalcifications using computed

tomography (CT). A murine model was developed for precise, a priori control

over the level of microcalcification burden by injecting varying concentrations of HA crystals in a Matrigel carrier into mammary glands. The measured X-ray

attenuation of microcalcifications containing varying HA concentrations demonstrated that the model was reproducible and able to recapitulate varying

levels of microcalcification burden, including levels undetectable by CT in the absence of contrast enhancement. After intramammary delivery, BP-Au NPs

provided enhanced contrast for the detection of microcalcifications that were otherwise below the CT detection limit. BP-Au NPs targeted

microcalcifications due to specific binding to HA crystal surfaces, resulting in contrast between the HA microcalcification site and surrounding tissue

which was visibly apparent (∼30�135 HU) within 2 days after delivery. Therefore, targeted BP-Au NPs enabled improved sensitivity and specificity for the

detection of microcalcifications.

KEYWORDS: breast cancer . computed tomography . contrast agent . gold nanoparticles . microcalcification . targeted delivery .
X-ray imaging
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of mammography. Microcalcifications can be missed
due to a small size (0.1�1.0mm) or lowmineral density,
while other structures of the breast, such as fibrous
tissue, ducts, and blood vessels, can be mistaken as
microcalcifications due to exhibiting a relatively high
X-ray attenuation compared to the surrounding adi-
pose tissue.8 Therefore, improvements are needed for
the detection of microcalcifications using X-ray imag-
ing during breast cancer screening.
Gold nanoparticles (Au NPs) have gained atten-

tion as a potential X-ray contrast agent due to exhibit-
ing greater X-ray attenuation and longer vascular
retention times compared to iodinated molecular
agents.13�15 Au NPs are readily synthesized and sur-
face functionalized for colloidal stability and targeted
delivery.16 Au NPs have also been shown to be non-
cytotoxic in vivo at the concentrations necessary for
contrast enhancement.13�15 Au NPs surface function-
alized with tumor-specific biomarkers have de-
monstrated potential as a targeted X-ray contrast
agent for cancer cells in vitro17�20 and tumors
in vivo.21�28 In a number of in vivo studies, targeted
labeling of a tumor with Au NPs led to enhanced
contrast of the tumor compared to surrounding
tissue, demonstrating the possibility of improved
early detection of tumors otherwise undetectable
by X-ray imaging.21�28

Bisphosphonate-functionalized gold nanoparticles
(BP-Au NPs) (Figure 1a) were recently introduced as a
potential targeted X-ray contrast agent for breast
microcalcifications.29 Bisphosphonates, such as alen-
dronate, exhibit high binding affinity for hydroxyapatite
(HA) and may therefore be used to target microcalci-
fications. BP-Au NPs exhibited colloidal stability in
physiologic media30 and high binding affinity for HA
crystals in vitro.31 BP-Au NPs enabled contrast-
enhanced detection of microcalcifications in an in vitro
imaging phantom and ex vivo tissue model of breast
microcalcifications.29 Model microcalcifications com-
prising HA crystals that were labeled by BP-Au NPs
exhibited significantly greater X-ray attenuation com-
pared to unlabeled HA crystals at the same concentra-
tion, including at microcalcification levels that were
otherwise below the X-ray detection limit. However,
HA crystals were labeled by BP-Au NPs in vitro, which
represents a best-case scenario compared to in vivo

delivery. Targeted delivery of BP-Au NPs in vivomay be
hindered by competitive protein binding on microcal-
cifications, and only a small fraction of the initial dose
may reach the microcalcification.
Therefore, the objective of this study was to inves-

tigate the in vivo targeted delivery of BP-Au NPs for
contrast-enhanced detection of microcalcifications
using CT. A murine model of microcalcifications was
developed to allow for precise, a priori control of the
level of mineral deposits within mammary glands
(Figure 1b). The model was first characterized in vivo

by measuring changes in X-ray attenuation due to
various levels of microcalcification burden using a
preclinical CT at a clinically relevant resolution, includ-
ing after labeling microcalcifications with different
doses of BP-Au NPs in vitro. The murine model was
subsequently used to investigate in vivo targeted
delivery of BP-Au NPs and contrast-enhanced detec-
tion of microcalcifications (Figure 1c).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Characterization of BP-Au NPs. BP-Au NPs were synthe-
sized using the citrate reduction method and surface
functionalized with alendronate, which provided
a primary amine for binding to the Au NP surface
opposite phosphonate groups for targetingHA crystals
(Figure 1a). As-synthesized BP-Au NPs were concen-
trated to 50 mM (9.8 mg/mL) by centrifugation prior to
subsequent in vivo delivery. BP-AuNPs in concentrated
solutions remained spherical and monodispersed
(Figure 2a) with a mean ((standard deviation) dia-
meter of 12.3 (1.2) nm asmeasured by TEM (Figure 2b).
Colloidal stability after concentrating BP-Au NPs was
verified using dynamic light scattering (DLS) and
UV�vis spectroscopy; the mean ((standard deviation)
hydrodynamic diameter was 48.6 (1.2) nm (Figure 2b),

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental design.
(a) Au NPs were surface-functionalized with alendronate, a
bisphosphonate with a primary amine for binding gold
surfaces opposite phosphonate groups for targeting cal-
cium ions on HA crystal surfaces. (b) A murine model was
developed for precise, a priori control over the level of
microcalcification (μcal) burden by injecting varying con-
centrations of HA crystals in a Matrigel carrier into mam-
mary glands in vivo. HA crystals were also labeled by BP-Au
NPs in vitro, prior to mixing with Matrigel, in order in
characterize the detection limits and the effect of the dose
of BP-AuNPs prior to investigating in vivo targeted delivery.
(c) The murine model was subsequently used to investigate
in vivo targeted delivery of BP-Au NPs and contrast-
enhanced detection of microcalcifications.
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and the characteristic surface plasmon resonance peak
was observed at ∼527 nm (Figure 2c), respectively.
These results were consistent with previously pub-
lished results for ∼13 nm BP-Au NPs.29�31 Therefore,
the size and colloidal stability of BP-Au NPs were not
altered by the repetitive centrifugation necessary to
concentrate the BP-Au NPs. As-synthesized BP-Au NPs
were also previously shown to exhibit colloidal stability
in phosphate buffered saline and fetal bovine serum
for at least 7 days,30 and the bisphosphonate surface
density was measured to be ∼3.5 molecules/nm2.32

Murine Model of Breast Microcalcifications. A murine
model of microcalcifications was developed to allow
for precise, a priori control of the level of mineral
deposits within mammary glands (MGs) in vivo. HA
crystals were mixed in a Matrigel carrier at varying
concentrations (0, 0.5, 5.0, 25mg/mL) and injected into
the fat pad of the right number 4 MG in anesthetized
mice (Figure 1b). The X-ray attenuation of HA micro-
calcifications increased with increasing HA concentra-
tion (p < 0.0001, R2 > 0.96, ANOVA) (Figure 3), demon-
strating that the model was reproducible and able to
recapitulate varying levels of microcalcification bur-
den. Microcalcifications containing 5 and 25 mg/mL
HA exhibited significantly greater X-ray attenuation
compared to Matrigel controls (p < 0.01, t-test). Differ-
ences in X-ray attenuation betweenmicrocalcifications
containing 0.5 mg/mL HA and Matrigel controls were
not statistically different (p > 0.30, t-test); therefore,
microcalcifications containing 0.5 mg/mL HA were
established as undetectable by X-ray imaging in the
absence of contrast enhancement.

Planar radiographs were used to confirm the loca-
tion of microcalcifications within the fat pad of MGs, as
well as the relative size and shape of each microcalci-
fication (Figure 4a). The placement of microcalcifica-
tions was guided using the nipple of the number 4 MG
as an anatomic landmark for HA-Matrigel injections,
mitigating the need for a more invasive surgery. The
observed location of microcalcifications relative to the
lymph nodes (Figure 4a) confirmed that this minimally
invasive procedure provided accurate and repeatable
placement of microcalcifications inMGs. An increase in

the size and X-ray attenuation of microcalcifications
was visibly apparent with increasing HA concentration
(Figure 4a), further demonstrating that the model was
able to recapitulate varying levels of microcalcification
burden.

The in vivo murine model of microcalcifications
developed in this study was an extension of an

Figure 2. Characterization of BP-Au NPs concentrated by centrifugation for subsequent in vivo delivery. (a) Representative
TEM micrograph showing spherical and monodispersed BP-Au NPs. (b) Size distributions showing the physical diameter
measured by TEM and the hydrodynamic diameter measured by DLS. (c) UV�vis spectra of BP-Au NPs showing the surface
plasmon resonance peak at ∼527 nm.

Figure 3. X-ray attenuation (HU) measured in vivo by CT for
microcalcifications (μcals) created by injecting varying con-
centrations of HA crystals within a Matrigel carrier into
murine MGs, including HA crystals labeled by (a) 10 and
(b) 54mg/L BP-Au NP solutions in vitro. Error bars show one
standard deviation of the mean. The X-ray attenuation of
HA microcalcifications increased with increasing HA con-
centration (p < 0.0001, R2 > 0.96, ANOVA). Microcalcifica-
tions containing 5.0 and 25 mg/mL HA exhibited greater
X-ray attenuation compared to the Matrigel control
(0 mg/mL) (*p < 0.01, t-test), but the lowest HA concentra-
tion (0.5 mg/mL) was undetectable compared to the
Matrigel control (0 mg/mL) (p > 0.30, t-test) in the absence
of contrast enhancement. (a) Labeling by BP-Au NPs did not
result in increased X-ray attenuation of microcalcifications
at any HA concentration when HA crystals were exposed to
a lower dose (10mg/L) of BP-AuNPs (n=3/group). (b) BP-Au
NPs enhanced the X-ray attenuation of microcalcifications
containing 0.5 and 5.0 mg/mL HA when HA crystals were
exposed to a higher dose (54mg/L) of BP-AuNPs (**p<0.05,
paired t-test) (n = 5/group).
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ex vivo tissue model we previously reported.29 Other
in vivo models of breast microcalcifications have been
previously developed in rodents using implanted tu-
mor cells33 and exogenous growth factors.34�36 These
models are more biologically relevant for the sponta-
neous formation and growth ofmicrocalcifications, but
the amount of mineral that is deposited varies be-
tween animals and requires additional verification.
Furthermore, the formation of microcalcifications in
these models is preceded by tumor formation, in
contrast to the normal disease progression, and the
presence of tumor tissue may create additional model
variability due to differences in the X-ray attenuation of
the background tissue between animals. For these
reasons, the model developed in this study was ad-
vantageous for quantitative assessment of contrast-
enhanced CT due to enabling precise, a priori control
over the level of microcalcification burden in mouse
MGs using a minimally invasive procedure.

In Vivo Contrast-Enhanced Detection of Microcalcifications
Labeled by BP-Au NPs in Vitro. The murine model of
microcalcifications was further characterized by mea-
suring changes in X-ray attenuation due to labeling
microcalcifications with BP-Au NPs using a preclinical
CT at a clinically relevant resolution. HA crystals were
labeled by two doses of BP-Au NPs (10 and 54 mg/L)

in vitro prior to being mixed in the Matrigel carrier at
varying concentrations (0, 0.5, 5.0, 25 mg/mL), injected
into the fat pad of the left number 4 MG of the same
mice used to characterize the model as described
above (Figure 1b), and imaged by CT in vivo. Labeling
the HA crystals in vitro was deemed a beneficial pre-
liminary step to characterize the detection limit for
contrast-enhanced CT and the effects of the BP-Au NP
dose while avoiding potential complications asso-
ciated with in vivo delivery. Two doses of BP-Au NPs
(10 and 54 mg/L) were chosen to lead to differences in
the surface density ormass concentration of BP-AuNPs
labelingHA crystals based uponprior knowledge of the
equilibrium binding.31,32

BP-Au NPs enabled contrast-enhanced detection of
microcalcifications by CT in vivo when the HA crystals
were labeled by a sufficiently high dose of BP-Au
NPs in vitro. Labeling by BP-Au NPs did not result in
increased X-ray attenuation of microcalcifications at
any HA concentration when HA crystals were exposed
to a lower dose (10mg/L) of BP-AuNPs (p> 0.19, paired
t-test) (Figure 3a). However, BP-Au NPs enhanced the
X-ray attenuation of microcalcifications containing 0.5
and 5.0mg/mLHAwhen HA crystals were exposed to a
higher dose (54 mg/L) of BP-Au NPs (p < 0.05, paired
t-test) (Figure 3b). Thus, BP-Au NPs enabled detection
of microcalcifications (0.5 mg/mL HA) that were other-
wise below the CT detection limit. The measured dif-
ferences in X-ray attenuation were visibly apparent in
gray-scale CT images for microcalcifications containing
5.0 mg/mL HA (Figure 4b).

Contrast-enhanced detection required that HA
crystals within microcalcifications were exposed to a
sufficiently high initial dose of BP-Au NPs (Figure 3).
Therefore, the percent of the BP-Au NP dose bound to
HA and the mass of BP-Au NPs bound per mass of HA
were measured to investigate the effects of the initial
BP-Au NP dose and HA concentration on HA binding.
Complete binding occurred at HA concentrations of 5.0
and 25 mg/mL for either dose of BP-Au NPs, and the
percent bindingwas significantly lower (p< 0.05, t-test)
for the higher BP-Au NP dose at a HA concentration of
0.5 mg/mL due to an excess dose for the available HA
surface area (Figure 5a). However, the mass of BP-Au
NPs bound per mass of HA (mg Au/g HA) was signifi-
cantly greater for the higher dose compared to lower
dose of BP-Au NPs at each HA concentration (p < 0.05,
t-test) and decreasedwith increasingHA concentration
for either dose (p < 0.0001, ANOVA) (Figure 5b). Thus,
the higher initial dose was able to drive equilibrium
surface adsorption toward a greater mass of BP-Au NPs
bound permass of HA crystals, which led to an increase
in X-ray attenuation (Figure 3). In other words, themass
of Au bound to HA crystals exposed to the lower dose
of BP-Au NPs was insufficient for contrast enhance-
ment, indicating that a sufficiently high mass con-
centration of Au must be delivered and bound to

Figure 4. Representative (a) planar radiographs and (b)
gray scale CT images showing HA microcalcifications
(white arrows) and HA microcalcifications labeled by
BP-Au NPs (red arrows) withinmurineMGs in vivo. (a) Planar
radiographs were used to confirm the location of HA
microcalcifications (white arrows) within the fat pad of the
number 4 MG. The lymph node (LN, black arrows) was used
as an anatomic landmark for imaging. The size and X-ray
attenuationofmicrocalcificationswas visibly increasedwith
increasing HA concentration, modeling a change in the
microcalcification burden. (b) Gray-scale CT images showed
that contrast enhancement was visibly apparent for micro-
calcifications containing 5.0 mg/mL HA when labeled by
54 mg/L BP-Au NPs in vitro.
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microcalcifications to enable contrast enhancement.
Numerous imaging phantom and in vitro targeted de-
livery studies have shown a linear increase in X-ray
attenuation with increased mass concentration of
Au NPs.14,15,24�28,32 Therefore, delivering a high mass
concentration of Au to the targeted site is of primary
importance for contrast-enhanced CT.32

CT and X-ray attenuation measurements utilized a
small animal preclinical CT scanner (Albira, Bruker) with
125 μm resolution. This resolution was lower than
commercially available micro-CT systems but similar
to the resolution of clinical mammography37 and
breast CT38 imaging systems in order to evaluate
translational potential. As described above, contrast-
enhanced detection required delivery of a sufficiently
high mass concentration of BP-Au NPs targeting the
microcalcification. However, the minimum mass con-
centration of Au required for contrast-enhanced detec-
tion is also dependent on the imaging system and
resolution. In a previous study usingmicro-CT at 10 and
100 μm resolution, we reported that BP-Au NPs en-
abled contrast-enhanced detection of HA microcalcifi-
cations in an ex vivo tissue model when HA crystals
were exposed to the same lower dose (10 mg/L) of
BP-Au NPs that did not enhance contrast in the present
study.29 Therefore, it is important to evaluate dosing

and translational potential using a clinically relevant
imaging resolution because detection limits are
dependent on the imaging system.39

A differential contrast (ΔHU) of at least 30 HU has
been suggested to be necessary for visibly apparent
enhanced-contrast in clinical CT.39,40 Microcalcifica-
tions containing 5.0 mg/mL HA exhibited a differential
contrast of∼30 HU after HA crystals were labeled with
the higher dose (54mg/L) of BP-Au NPs (Figure 3b) and
enhanced-contrast was visibly apparent in gray-scale
CT images (Figure 4b). Microcalcifications containing
0.5 mg/mL HA also exhibited a statistically significant
increase in X-ray attenuation after labeling with the
higher dose of BP-Au NPs (Figure 3b), but the differ-
ential contrast was only ∼7 HU, due to a smaller mass
of Au in the HA-Matrigel mixture, and was not readily
apparent in gray-scale CT images (Figure 4b). There-
fore, contrast-enhanced detection of microcalcifica-
tions containing a low concentration of HA (0.5 mg/
mL) was determined to require a greater initial dose of
BP-Au NPs than that used in this experiment (54 mg/L
or 0.27 mM). In subsequent experiments investigating
in vivo targeted delivery, the concentration of BP-Au
NPs administered was increased to 50 mM, which
corresponded to a total dose of 2.0 mg Au available
for HA binding in vivo compared to 0.86 mg Au that
was available for binding to HA crystals in vitro.

In Vivo Targeted Delivery of BP-Au NPs for Contrast-Enhanced
Detection of Microcalcifications. The murine model of
microcalcifications was used to investigate targeted
delivery of BP-Au NPs by intramammary injection
(Figure 1c) and contrast-enhanced detection of micro-
calcifications by measuring longitudinal changes in
X-ray attenuation. Based on the preceding character-
ization of the model, two HA concentrations were
chosen to mimic two levels of microcalcification bur-
den and model two clinically relevant scenarios. (1)
Microcalcifications containing 0.5 mg/mL HA were
shown to be undetectable by CT in the absence of
contrast enhancement and were therefore used
here to investigate improved sensitivity by contrast-
enhanced imaging. (2) Microcalcifications containing
5.0 mg/mL HA were shown to be detectable by CT in
the absence of contrast enhancement and were there-
fore used here to investigate improved specificity by
contrast-enhanced imaging. Left MGs were injected
with HA-Matrigel mixtures to model microcalcifica-
tions and right MGs were injected with Matrigel alone
as a contralateral control to demonstrate targeting of
BP-Au NPs to HA and imaging specificity.

The difference in X-ray attenuation exhibited by
microcalcifications containing 0.5 mg/mL HA and Ma-
trigel controls was not statistically significant (p = 0.85,
paired t-test), confirming that these microcalcifications
were undetectable by CT prior to delivery of BP-Au NPs
(Figure 6a). After delivery of BP-Au NPs, the X-ray atten-
uation of microcalcifications containing 0.5 mg/mL

Figure 5. BP-AuNPbinding to varying concentrations of HA
crystals in vitro was characterized by measuring the con-
centration of unbound BP-Au NPs using ICP-OES. Error bars
showone standard deviation of themean (n= 3/group), and
error bars not shown were negligibly small. (a) Complete
binding occurred at HA concentrations of 5.0 and 25mg/mL
for either dose of BP-Au NPs, and the percent binding was
significantly lower (*p < 0.05, t-test) for the higher BP-Au NP
dose at an HA concentration of 0.5 mg/mL due to an excess
dose for the availableHA surface area. (b) Themass of BP-Au
NPs bound permass of HA (mg Au/mgHA) was significantly
greater for the higher dose compared to lower dose of
BP-Au NPs at each HA concentration (*p < 0.05, t-test), and
decreased with increasing HA concentration for either
BP-Au NP dose (p < 0.0001, ANOVA).
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HA was increased at all time points (3, 6, 24, 48 h)
compared to prior to delivery of BP-Au NPs (0 h)
(p < 0.005, t-test). Therefore, BP-Au NPs enabled con-
trast-enhanced detection of microcalcifications that
were otherwise below the CT detection limit. The
X-ray attenuation of both the microcalcifications and
Matrigel controls was initially increased at 3 h after
delivery of BP-Au NPs and not statistically different (p =
0.18, paired t-test). However, by 6 h and up to 48 h after
delivery of BP-Au NPs, the X-ray attenuation exhibited
byHAmicrocalcificationswas significantly greater than
Matrigel controls (p < 0.05, paired t-test), resulting in a
differential contrast (ΔHU) of ∼30 HU at 48 h after
delivery of BP-Au NPs (Figure 5a). Therefore, BP-Au NPs

targeted HAmicrocalcifications due to specific binding
to HA crystal surfaces, resulting in increased in X-ray
attenuation at the HAmicrocalcification site which was
visibly apparent (Figure 7). Additionally, the X-ray
attenuation exhibited by Matrigel controls at 24 and
48 h after delivery of BP-Au NPs was not different from
Matrigel controls prior to delivery of BP-Au NPs (p >
0.01, t-test) (Figure 6a). Therefore, BP-Au NPs were
cleared from Matrigel controls by 24 h after delivery
due to the absence of a specific target.

Microcalcifications containing 0.5 mg/mL HA mod-
eled a clinical situation where a microcalcification that
would be missed during routine screening, due to
being below the current detection limit (∼0.1 mm),
was detected using contrast-enhanced CT after deliv-
ery of BP-Au NPs to the site. Therefore, targeted BP-Au
NPs enabled improved sensitivity for the detection of
microcalcifications. BP-Au NPs were retained in HA
microcalcifications and cleared from the surrounding
tissue. The ability to significantly improve sensitivity for
the detection of small microcalcifications of low HA
concentration is very promising as it indicates that
BP-Au NPs exhibited highly efficient targeting in vivo

due to a high binding affinity for calcium on HA crystal
surfaces.31 The total number of available binding sites
is decreased with decreased HA concentration requir-
ing that a higher proportion of binding sites are filled in
order to achieve a sufficient mass concentration of Au
for contrast-enhanced detection. This is an inherent
challenge to achieving a sufficient Au mass concentra-
tion when targeting low levels of receptors, antibodies,
or microcalcifications with functionalized Au NPs.41

The lower limit for contrast-enhanced detection of
microcalcifications, and more importantly, the mini-
mum microcalcification burden for breast cancer

Figure 7. Representative 3D gray-scale CT images showing
HA microcalcifications containing 0.5 and 5.0 mg/mL HA in
leftMGs (arrows) and contralateralMatrigel controls in right
MGs (arrowheads) before (0 h) and longitudinally at 3, 6, 24,
and 48 h after delivery of BP-Au NPs in vivo. Differences in
X-ray attenuation between HA microcalcifications and
Matrigel controls (Figure 5) were visibly apparent as
BP-Au NPs were retained in the microcalcification site due
to specific targeting and cleared from the Matrigel site
within 48 h after delivery, demonstrating contrast-
enhanced detection of microcalcifications.

Figure 6. X-ray attenuation (HU) measured in vivo by CT for
microcalcifications containing (a) 0.5mg/mL and (b) 5.0mg/
mL HA compared to contralateral Matrigel controls before
(0 h) and longitudinally at 3, 6, 24, and 48 h after delivery of
BP-Au NPs. Error bars show one standard deviation of the
mean (n = 5/group). Prior to delivery of BP-Au NPs (0 h), the
X-ray attenuation exhibited by microcalcifications contain-
ing (a) 0.5 mg/mL HA was not significantly different from
Matrigel controls (p = 0.85, paired t-test), whereas the X-ray
attenuation exhibited by microcalcifications containing (b)
5.0 mg/mL HA was significantly greater than Matrigel con-
trols (*p < 0.005, paired t-test). After delivery of BP-Au NPs,
the X-ray attenuation of microcalcifications containing (a)
0.5mg/mLHA (*p < 0.005, t-test) and (b) 5.0mg/mLHA (*p <
0.01, t-test) were increased at all time points compared
to prior to delivery of BP-AuNPs (0 h). The X-ray attenuation
of microcalcifications containing (a) 0.5 mg/mL and (b)
5.0 mg/mL HA was greater than Matrigel controls at 24
and 48 h (**p < 0.05, paired t-test) and at all time points
(**p < 0.005, paired t-test), respectively. The X-ray attenua-
tion of Matrigel controls initially increased 3 h after delivery
of BP-Au NPs (a,b), but subsequently decreased at each
sequential time point due to gradual clearance of BP-Au NPs.
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diagnosis are not yet known. While this study demon-
strated success in detecting microcalcifications con-
taining 0.5mg/mLHA, whichwere previously shown to
be less than 0.1 mm in size usingmicro-CT,29 detection
will become increasingly difficult for further decreases
in the size and concentration of HA microcalcifica-
tions. Additional improvements in sensitivity could
be achieved using Au NPs of larger size, which have
been shown to enable targeted delivery of a greater
mass concentration of BP-Au NPs per mass of HA
in vitro32 and greater contrast enhancement after
targeted delivery in vivo,22 compared to smaller Au
NPs. Note, however, that Au NP size does not affect
X-ray attenuation at the same mass concentration.32

Thus, if the colloidal stability or transport properties
of Au NPs are compromised by an increase in size,
these potential improvements in sensitivity will not be
realized.

The X-ray attenuation of microcalcifications con-
taining 5.0 mg/mL HA was significantly greater than
Matrigel controls prior to delivery of BP-Au NPs and at
each time point after delivery of BP-Au NPs (p < 0.005,
paired t-test) (Figure 6b). After delivery of BP-Au NPs,
the X-ray attenuation of microcalcifications containing
5.0 mg/mL HA was increased at all time points com-
pared to prior to BP-Au NP delivery (p < 0.01, t-test).
Therefore, BP-Au NPs provided additional contrast
enhancement for microcalcifications that were already
above the CT detection limit. The X-ray attenuation of
Matrigel controls initially increased 3 h after delivery of
BP-Au NPs but subsequently decreased at each se-
quential time point due to gradual clearance of BP-Au
NPs in the absence of a specific target (Figure 6b).
Therefore, BP-Au NPs targeted microcalcifications due
to specific binding to HA crystal surfaces, resulting in
increased in X-ray attenuation at the microcalcification
site, which was visibly apparent (Figure 7). The X-ray
attenuation exhibited by Matrigel controls 48 h after
delivery of BP-Au NPs remained greater than prior
to delivery of BP-Au NPs (p > 0.01, t-test) (Figure 6a),
indicating that BP-Au NPs were not yet completely
cleared from the site and additional time might be
required. Nonetheless, the differential contrast (ΔHU)
between microcalcifications and Matrigel controls was
∼100 HU prior to delivery of BP-Au NPs and increased
to ∼135 HU 48 h after delivery of BP-Au NPs.

Microcalcifications containing 5.0 mg/mL HA mod-
eled a clinical situation where a suspicious lesion
observed during routine screening, which would
ordinarily require a biopsy, was confirmed to be a
microcalcification using contrast-enhanced CT after
delivery of BP-Au NPs to the site. Therefore, targeted
BP-Au NPs enabled improved specificity for the detec-
tion of microcalcifications. Clearance of BP-Au NPs
from a suspicious lesion could be used to eliminate
potential false positives, while retention of BP-Au NPs
in a suspicious lesion could be used to confirm true

positives. The ability to significantly improve specificity
is very promising as unnecessary biopsies increase
patient anxiety and healthcare costs,42,43 andmammo-
graphic screening is constrained in women with radio-
graphically dense breast tissue.44,45

A limitation of this study was the low background
intensity and low variability exhibited by the MGs of
wildtype mice relative to human breast tissue on
mammograms. The level of contrast enhancement, or
signal-to-noise ratio, is decreased with increased tissue
density. The accuracy of mammography is also de-
creased in women with radiographically dense breast
tissue,44 while breast density is associated with an
increased risk of cancer.45 Therefore, the detection of
microcalcifications in radiographically dense breast
tissue is a challenge of great clinical importance.
Furthermore, radiographic density varies greatly be-
tween women,46 and this variability is important in
determining the level of contrast enhancement required
to detect microcalcifications. Therefore, we are actively
developing a murine model of radiographically dense
tissue in order to further investigate the efficiency of
BP-Au NPs for detecting microcalcifications within tis-
sues exhibiting a higher background intensity and great-
er variability. Nonetheless, this study demonstrated the
important finding that BP-Au NPs enabled contrast-
enhanced detection of HA microcalcifications in vivo.

In Vivo Biodistribution of BP-Au NPs. The in vivo biodis-
tribution of BP-Au NPs was investigated 48 h after
intramammary delivery by measuring the level of gold
in organs known to accumulate AuNPs,47 as well as the
MGs and targeted microcalcifications. BP-Au NPs were
detected in the liver, kidneys, and spleen, but the
concentration was much lower than MGs and micro-
calcifications (Figure 8). Therefore, the relatively high
concentration of gold accumulated in microcalcifica-
tions provided further evidence for the high binding

Figure 8. Biodistribution of gold 48 h after delivery of
BP-Au NPs was characterized by measuring the gold con-
centration in organs known to accumulateAuNPs, aswell as
the MGs (4L, 4R) and targeted microcalcifications (μcal).
Error bars show one standard deviation of the mean (μcal,
n = 3/group; organs, n = 5/group). The highest concentra-
tion of gold was measured at targeted microcalcifications,
while a relatively high concentration of gold remained
within MGs and a much lower concentration accumulated
in the liver and spleen.
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affinity of BP-AuNPs to HA in vivo. The concentration of
gold measured in the liver, spleen, kidneys, MGs, and
microcalcifications corresponded to approximately
2.5, < 1, < 0.2, 14, and 0.3%, respectively, of the total
initial dose of gold delivered. Thus, only a small fraction
of the dose was needed to target microcalcifications for
contrast-enhanced detection. The largest fraction of the
initial dose remained in the mammary tissue, and
relatively small fractions of the initial dose were accu-
mulated in the liver and spleen. The total mass of gold
detected in the liver, kidneys, and spleen was similar
compared to previous studies which delivered a similar
dose of Au NPs by intratumoral injection and was much
lower compared to previous studies which delivered a
similar dose of Au NPs by intravenous injection.25,27

Mice did not exhibit any signs of illness up to 48 h
after delivery of BP-Au NPs. However, a more complete
assessment of toxicity at longer time points is neces-
sary in the future, including histological evaluation of
specific tissues (liver, spleen, MGs). Nonetheless, the
administered dose in this study (80mg/kg) was 1 order
of magnitude lower than doses used in previous
studies (∼440�2700 mg/kg) that demonstrated
enhanced-contrast and no toxicity when using Au
NPs as an X-ray contrast agent in vivo.13�15

Intramammary injections were used in this study to
ensure that BP-Au NPs were delivered to microcalcifi-
cations. These injections were similar to intratumoral
injections, which have been investigated as a potential
delivery mode for tumor-targeted Au NPs.25,48,49 Intratu-
moral injections were shown to increase the mass con-
centration of Au NPs in a tumor and increase the
differential signal between the tumor and surrounding
tissue. Additionally, and perhaps more importantly, in-
tratumoral injections also decreased the overall distribu-
tion of Au NPs into other organs. For example, the mass
of Au NPs in the spleen after an intratumoral injection
was 10 times lower than after intravascular injection.48

However, the benefit of an intratumoral or intramammary
injection may be diminished when the location of a
tumor or microcalcification, respectively, is not visible
or known prior to injection. Therefore, intravascular

delivery of BP-Au NPs will be the focus of continued
investigation.

CONCLUSIONS

Bisphosphonate-functionalized gold nanoparticles
(BP-Au NPs) were investigated for in vivo targeted
delivery and contrast-enhanced detection of microcal-
cifications using computed tomography (CT). Amurine
model was developed for precise, a priori control over
the level of microcalcification burden by injecting
varying concentrations of HA crystals in a Matrigel
carrier into mammary glands in vivo. The measured
X-ray attenuation of microcalcifications containing
varying HA concentrations demonstrated that the
model was reproducible and able to recapitulate vary-
ing levels of microcalcification burden, including levels
undetectable by CT at a clinically relevant resolution
and in the absence of contrast enhancement. Based on
the model characterization, two HA concentrations
were chosen to mimic two levels of microcalcification
burden modeling (1) microcalcifications below the CT
detection limit which could be missed during routine
screening (sensitivity) and (2) microcalcifications above
the detection limit but difficult to distinguish fromother
structures of the breast (specificity). BP-AuNPs provided
enhanced-contrast for the detection of microcalcifica-
tions that were otherwise below the CT detection limit,
due to targeting HA crystals. Therefore, targeted BP-Au
NPs enabled improved sensitivity for the detection of
microcalcifications. BP-Au NPs targeted HA microcalci-
fications due to specific binding to HA crystal surfaces,
resulting in contrast between the HA microcalcification
site and surrounding tissue which was visibly apparent
(∼30�135 HU) within 2 days after delivery. In contrast,
BP-Au NPs were mostly cleared from mammary tissue
within 2 days after delivery due to the absence of a
specific target. Therefore, targeted BP-Au NPs also
enabled improved specificity for the detection ofmicro-
calcifications. The results of this study suggest that BP-
AuNPs have potential as a targeted X-ray contrast agent
for thedetectionofmicrocalcifications to improve radio-
graphic screening for breast cancer.

METHODS
Preparation of BP-Au NPs. Au NPs were synthesized to a mean

particle diameter of ∼13 nm and gold concentration of
∼0.5 mM in deionized (DI) water using the citrate reduc-
tion method. Briefly, 0.1 g of gold(III) chloride trihydrate
(HAuCl4 3 3H2O, g99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was
added to 500 mL of DI water and brought to a boil under
stirring. Once boiling, 0.5 g of trisodium citrate dihydrate
(Na3C6H5O7 3 2H2O, ACS reagent, >99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was
added. The solution was boiled for 20 min before removing
heat, stirring overnight, and readjusting the solution volume
back to 500 mL after reaching ambient temperature, as pre-
viously described in detail.30,31 Prior to bisphosphonate (BP)
surface functionalization, 240mL of as-synthesized AuNPswere
mixed with 2 mL of 10 wt % poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA 10�98,

61 000 Da, Fluka, St. Louis, MO) and 5.8 g of ion-exchange resin
(Dowex Marathon, MR-3, Sigma-Aldrich) to remove excess ions.
AuNPswere surface functionalized bymixing 250mL of PVA-Au
NPs with 4 mL of 0.01 M alendronate sodium trihydrate
(C4H12NaNO7P2 3 3H2O, g97%, Sigma-Aldrich), which provided
a primary amine for binding gold opposite a BP functional
group for targeting calcium in HA, and excess BP molecules
were removed by dialysis (Spectra/Por, MWCO = 3500 Da,
Spectrum Laboratories, Rancho Dominquez, CA) against DI
water for 3 d, changing the water at least 3 times daily.30,31

For the in vivo delivery of BP-Au NPs, as-synthesized BP-Au NPs
were concentrated by centrifugation (Sorvall RD 6 Plus, Thermo
Scientific Corporation, Waltham, MA) using molecular weight
cutoff filters (Amicon Ultra-15 10k, Millipore Corporation,
Billerica,MA) for 30minat 1485g to reacha final gold concentration
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of∼50mM (∼9.8mg/mL). Concentrated solutions of BP-Au NPs
were stored in low binding Eppendorf tubes (Protein LoBind
Tube 1.5 mL, Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) and sterilized
under UV-light50 for at least 24 h prior to administration in vivo.

Characterization of BP-Au NPs. Gold concentrations in as-
synthesized and concentrated BP-Au NP solutions were mea-
sured using inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spec-
troscopy (ICP-OES, Optima 8000, PerkinElmer, Inc., Waltham,
MA) after acidifying with 3% aqua regia (3 HCl:1 HNO3). Calibra-
tion curves were created by diluting certified standard gold
solutions (Assurance grade, SPEX CertiPrep, Metuchen, NJ). The
mean particle diameter, mean hydrodynamic diameter, colloi-
dal stability in physiologicalmedia, and bisphosphonate surface
density were all characterized for concentrated BP-Au NPs
and compared to previous results for as-synthesized BP-Au
NPs.29�32 The mean particle diameter was measured using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Titan 80�300,
Hillsboro, OR) at 80 kV accelerating voltage. TEM specimens
were prepared by evaporating drops pipetted from BP-Au NP
solutions on carbon-coated grids. The mean particle diameter
was measured from a total of 100 randomly selected particles.
The hydrodynamic diameter wasmeasured using dynamic light
scattering (DLS, Zetasizer Nano ZS90, Malvern Instruments Ltd.,
Worcestershire, UK), after diluting concentrated BP-Au NPs in DI
water to a final gold concentration of∼0.5 μM, and reported as
the mean of three samples. Colloidal stability was verified
by measuring the surface plasmon resonance peak using
ultraviolet�visible (UV�vis) spectroscopy (Nanodrop 200C,
Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE) after diluting concentrated
BP-Au NPs in DI water to a final gold concentration of 0.5 mM.

Murine Model of Breast Microcalcifications. Mature 10- to 14-
week-old nulliparous, female FVB mice (Charles River Labora-
tories International, Inc., Wilmington, MA) were used to develop
an in vivo model of microcalcifications in mammary tissue. All
studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee at the University of Notre Dame and were con-
ducted in accordance with the guidelines of the U.S. Public
Health Service Policy for Humane Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals. All efforts were made to minimize suffering of the
mice. The skin of anesthetized mice was prepared for injection
by applying a small drop of depilatory cream for 10 s to remove
the fur surrounding the nipple area of the left and right number
4 mammary glands (MGs). Sterile ethanol pads were then used
to remove the depilatory cream and clean the skin. Microcalci-
fications were created by injecting the right number 4 MG of
anesthetized mice with 50 μL of Matrigel (BD Matrigel, BD
Sciences, Bedford, MA), a hydrogel comprised of extracellular
matrix proteins, containing HA crystals at concentrations of 0,
0.5, 5.0, and 25 mg/mL HA (n = 8/group) (Figure 1b). HA crystals
were synthesized using the chelate decomposition method,51

and exhibited an elongated whisker-like morphology (∼18 �
2 μm) and a specific surface area of 5.63 m2/g.31

Microcalcifications Labeled by BP-Au NPs in Vitro. The left number
4 MG of the same mice described above was injected with the
same concentration of HA crystals which were labeled by BP-Au
NPs in vitrowith either a low (10mg/L) (n = 3/group) or high (54
mg/L) (n= 5/group) concentration of BP-Au NPs (Figure 1b). HA-
Matrigel compositions were prepared by labeling HA crystals
with BP-Au NPs prior to mixing with Matrigel.29 HA concentra-
tions of 0.5, 5.0, and 25 mg/mL were incubated in DI water
containing either 10 mg/L (0.051 mM) or 54 mg/L (0.274 mM)
BP-Au NPs for 24 h to allow for maximum binding of the
available BP-Au NPs to the HA crystals.31 Each HA concentration
was exposed to the same BP-Au NP concentration for the same
length of time. Unbound BP-Au NPs were separated from HA
crystals by centrifugation at ∼700g for 2 min. HA crystals
labeled by BP-Au NPs were collected using 0.45 μm filter paper
(Nylaflo, Pall Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI), rinsedwith 10mL of DI
water, dried overnight in an oven at 37 �C, and stored under
vacuum until mixed with Matrigel.

The percent of BP-Au NPs bound to HA crystals was
measured as the concentration of unbound BP-Au NPs sub-
tracted from the initial BP-Au NP concentration, divided by the
initial BP-Au NP concentration. The initial gold concentration
and the concentration of unbound BP-Au NPs were measured

using ICP-OES, as described above. The mass of BP-Au NPs
bound per mass of HA (mg Au/g HA) was calculated using the
mass of HA added. The mean ((standard deviation) percent of
BP-Au NPs bound andmass of BP-Au NPs bound permass of HA
were measured from three samples for each HA concentration.

Targeted Delivery of BP-Au NPs to Microcalcifications in Vivo. HA
microcalcifications were created in the fat pad of the left
number 4 MG of anesthetized female mice, as described above.
Two HA concentrations were chosen to model microcalcifica-
tions that were undetectable (0.5 mg/mL) and detectable
(5.0 mg/mL) by CT in the absence of contrast enhancement.
The left number 4 MG was injected with 50 μL of Matrigel
containing 0.5 or 5.0 mg/mL HA crystals; the right MG was
injected with 50 μL of Matrigel alone as a contralateral control
(n = 5/HA concentration) (Figure 1c). BP-Au NPs were adminis-
tered to anesthetizedmice by intramammary delivery 24 h after
creating microcalcifications in MGs at a total dose of 2 mg Au
per mouse from 100 μL of 50 mM BP-Au NP solutions injected
into each MG.

In Vivo CT and Radiography. Twenty-four hours after creating
microcalcifications, anesthetized mice were imaged in vivo by
computed tomography (CT, Albira, Bruker Biosciences Corpora-
tion, Billerica, MA) at 45 kVp, 400 μA, 250 ms integration time
and 125 μm resolution for 600 slices with a 0.5 mm aluminum
filter. Mice were also imaged by planar radiography (In Vivo
Xtreme, Bruker) at 20 kVp with a 0.1 mm aluminum filter and
10 s exposure time immediately after CT. For planar radio-
graphy, the skin andMGwere pulled away from the body cavity
and gently fixed to the specimen plate by tape.52 For targeted
delivery experiments, mice were imaged immediately prior to
delivery of BP-AuNPs (0 h) and longitudinally at 3, 6, 24, and 48 h
after delivery of BP-Au NPs. Internal calibrations for air and
water controls were included in the first and last CT scan per-
formed each day.

In Vivo CT X-ray Attenuation Measurements. X-ray attenuationwas
measured within a volume of interest (VOI) surrounding the
number 4MGand reported in Hounsfield units (HU) as themean
((standard deviation) for each group for the initial murine
model characterization, including microcalcifications labeled
by BP-Au NPs in vitro. The VOI was created manually at the
margin between the enhanced-contrast of HA-Matrigel compo-
sitions and the surrounding adipose tissue in the MG. Themean
((standard deviation) VOI for this analysis was 1.6 (0.2) mm3.
For the in vivo targeted delivery experiments, CT images
acquired immediately prior to delivery of BP-Au NPs (0 h) were
used to determine the VOI for each animal by the samemethod
described above. This VOI was then mapped onto subsequent
CT images acquired at each time point after delivery of BP-Au
NPs in the same mouse to ensure consistency. The mean
((standard deviation) VOI for this analysis was 2.0 (0.4) mm3.

In Vivo Biodistribution. Mice were sacrificed 48 h after delivery
of BP-Au NPs. The liver, kidney, spleen, and both number 4 MGs
were dissected. Microcalcifications createdwithin left MGswere
also dissected and analyzed separately. Organs were dried
overnight in an oven at 37 �C, massed, and digested in 4 mL
of aqua regia for 24 h. Microcalcifications were digested in
0.5mL of aqua regia for 24 h. Themass of Au in each samplewas
measured using ICP-OES, as described above. Tissues from three
additional FVB mice were also collected and analyzed as
controls.

Statistical Methods. For the initial murine model characteriza-
tion, including microcalcifications labeled by BP-Au NPs in vitro,
differences in the X-ray attenuation of HA concentrations and
differences in the binding of BP-Au NPs to HA crystals were
examined using two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), and post
hoc comparisons were performed using unpaired Student's
t-tests. Differences in the X-ray attenuation of HA microcalcifi-
cations in the right MG and HA microcalcifications labeled by
BP-Au NPs in vitro in the left MG of each mouse were examined
using paired t-tests. For the in vivo targeted delivery experi-
ments, changes in the X-ray attenuation with time for each
group (HA microcalcification or Matrigel control) were exam-
ined using one-way ANOVA and post hoc comparisons were
performed using unpaired Student's t-tests. Differences in the
X-ray attenuation of Matrigel controls in the right MG and HA
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microcalcifications in the left MG of eachmousewere examined
using paired t-tests. The level of significance for all tests was set
at p < 0.05.
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